ENERGY SECTOR AND CRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY

SECURITY RISKS:
ENERGY IN CANADA
Expert Holistic Insight

Protest and activism activity in the energy sector is
difficult to predict and can occur without warning.
Actions relating to environmental extremism, or targeting high profile infrastructure projects, is a
subject area that we continually monitor. Observations include changes to worker safety risk
levels, broadened threat scenarios, ‘differently’ motivated adversaries and ‘disruption’/’obstruction’
tactics. Increasingly sophisticated and organized, these groups utilize social media and information
technology skillfully in pursuit of their objectives.
The optimal solution to energy sector security is a Security Risk Management Program that is
planned, customized, and robust.
Lions Gate Risk Management is here to protect energy sector and oil and gas industry clients with
a full suite of security services. Comprised of a diverse group of professionals drawn from multiple
sectors, we evaluate energy security risks from a wide variety of perspectives. We are a problemsolving team with critical thinking abilities working to address the specific needs of your
organization and industry.
In recognition of all threat scenarios and to better facilitate incident avoidance or management,
we provide thorough operational, risk-based assessments, proactive security operations, planning
scenarios, and measured security resource support numbers. We work seamlessly with our
Strategic Decision Support team for open intelligence and expert analysis to provide threat and
risk guidance so your teams can confidently and safely make decisions. We provide a real time
and risk proportionate foundation for mitigating risks and responding to security incidents.
We will help protect your brand, reputation and projects, bringing our in-depth communications,
insight and experience within the sector to help you navigate the sometimes-choppy waters of
community engagement or dissent.

We keep your brand,
reputation and projects safe.

Lions Gate will guide you, so you meet mandatory
compliance requirements and achieve security
performance levels to deliver a return on investment.
- DOUG MAYNARD, PRESIDENT AND CEO

We are here to protect you and your energy operations by ensuring your security provision is
reasonable and prudent, appropriate, realistic and risk commensurate. Listed below, the skills
and services we offer are all interdependent and collectively can be developed into an
organizational security risk management program, much like existing emergency response
programs. With our support, your project teams will develop the confidence required to address
similar issues should they arise while conducting their daily work activities.

• CAN/CSA Z246.1 and CAN/CSA Z276.15
compliance
• Legislative Compliance

• Workplace Violence Programs & Investigations
(Federally recognized Competent Person
Investigators)
• Behavioural Threat Analysis

• Occupier Liability and Duty of Care
• Designing Physical/Technological/Human
Security Outcome Requirements
• Policy & Procedure Development
• Privacy Impact Assessments
• Strategic Decision Support Intelligence
Analysis
• Training
• Strategic Decision Support Energy Sector
Industry Research – Protest/Activism
Monitoring
• Transport Canada Marine Transportation
Security Regulations applied by qualified
Marine Transportation Security Officers (MFSO)

• Security Incident Management Response
Program
• The SAFE Design Standard® for Construction
Projects applied by SAFE Design Accredited
Professionals (SAFE-AP™)
• Security Risk Assessments delivered by ASIS
International Certified Protection Professionals
(CPP®) Board certified in Security Management
• Organizational Security Risk Management
Program
• Protective Security Executive & Close
Protection
• Security Operations Plans Event Security
Management
• 24/7 Crisis Response Centre
• K9 Patrol & Detection Units (Subsidiary ARC
Protection Corp)
• Security Guard Services (Subsidiary ARC
Protection Corp)
• Private Investigators
• Overt & Covert Surveillance

For more information contact Doug Maynard, President and COO, Lions Gate
Risk Management Group, at dougmaynard@lgrmg.ca or 604-379-0593.
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Lion Gate Risk Management Group is Canada’s leading
security and risk management firm providing comprehensive
investigation, intelligence, security, and protection services.
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“Our ability at Lions Gate to provide appropriate,
realistic and risk commensurate solutions is a
massive value add for our energy clients.”
- Scot Filer

